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Pokemon   Go 

            Pokemon   go   is   a   very   take   risking   app!   Pokemon   has   been   around   since   the   summer   2016. 

It   was   a   big   hit   since   the   beginning   when   it   had   just   came   out.   It   may   be   a   fun   game   but   there's   high   risks 

to   it.      Pokemon   go   is   very   dangerous,   it   breaks   safety   rules   and   it   can   cause   injuries.   I   strongly   believe 

that   teenagers   should   no   play   pokemon   go!   Some   documents   containing   information   about   this   would   be 

“   Document   A:   ‘Pokemon   Go’   Craze   Raises   safety   issues,”   “   Document   B:   Pokemon   Go’:   The   one 

serious   problem   everyone   should   worry   about”   by   Bernard   Marr   July   19,2016,   “   Document   D:   Is 

Pokemon   Go   Good   for   our   Society?”   Adapted   From   Procon.org   and   “   Document   E:   The   Psychological 

Pros   and   Cons   of   Pokemon   Go.”   Adapted   from   Psychology   Today   on   July   12.2016.  

                        To   begin   with,   Pokemon   Go   is   a   very   dangerous   app.   According   to   Document   A   states   “   The 

placements   of   PokeStops   and   gyms   raise   questions   about   whether   players   could   get   hurt   searching 

unfair   areas-   a   dark   valley   or   along   a   river,   for   example-   particularly   while   starting   at   a   smartphone 

screen.”   I   can   relate   to   this   danger   because   when   I   played   it   we   would   go   to   dark   places   to   find   these 

Pokemons.   According   to   Document   A   it   also   states   “The   game   “could   be   leading   people   into   areas 

where   they   don't   belong.”   such   as   construction   sites   or   shuttered   storefronts,   said   Don   Boyes,   associate 

professor   of   geography   and   planning   at   the   University   of   Toronto.”.   People   as   a   matter   of   fact   have 

been   in   some   serious   danger   playing   this   game.   Therefore   teenagers   should   not   play   this   app.  



                        Secondly,   Pokemon   Go   breaks   safety   rules.   According   to   Document   B   it   states,   “   Pokemon   Go 

uses   your   phone's   location,   your   IP   address,   and   the   web   page   you   most   recently   visited   before   playing, 

all   connected   with   your   real   names   and   account   informations,   according   to   the   games   privacy   policy.”. 

This   shows   that   while   we   play   the   game   our   personal   our   personal   information   could   fall   into   the   wrong 

hands.   According   to   Document   B   it   also   states   “   It   uses   a   Google   and   your   real-world   GPS   location   to 

direct   you   to   Pokemons   you   can   catch,   and   that   information   can   be   misused.”.   This   is   very   true 

Pokemon   Go   has   your   exact   location   as   long   as   you   play   and   people   could   take   advantage   of   that.   Due 

to   this   teenagers   shouldn't   put   themselves   at   risk   just   to   play   a   game   and   catch   “   monsters”.  

         Third   of   all,   Pokemon   go   can   cause   self   injuries   both   physically   and   mentally.   According   to   document 

D   it   states   “   However,   some   say   that   this   is   very   reason   can   lead   to   injury.   News   reports   say   that   users 

have   tripped,   fallen   into   a   lake,   crashed   a   car,   and   sustained   other   injuries   while   playing”.   I   during   the 

time   that   app   was   a   big   hit   head   that   some   people   had   been   seriously   injured   while   playing.   According 

to   Document   E   it   states   “   Some   psychological   that   are   even   when   players   are   outside,   they   get 

distracted   by   being   on   their   phones,   and   players   are   continuously   in   a   heightened   “   stress”   state,   making 

players   less   social   and   willing   to   talk   with   others,   which   can   increase   the   difficulty   of   separating   reality 

and   fantasy.”.   I   can   relate   because   when   my   sister   first   started   playing   the   game   she   got   addicted   and   go 

furious   when   she   couldn't   find   any   pokemons.   Since   the   game   is   overwhelming   and   “   stresses”   teens 

outs,   they   should   not   play   it.  

         In   conclusion   Pokemon   Go   was   a   very   big   hit   that   everyone   wanted   to   play,   but   before   you   play   again 

this   game   take   time   to   see   if   it's   worth   taking   the   chance   or   risk.   Pokemons   Go   is   not   only   very 

dangerous   but   it   hurts   and   put   our   safety   at   risk   and   it   can   cause   us   the   player   injuries   both   mentally   and 

physically.   Due   to   these   facts   teenagers   shouldn't   put   themselves   at   so   much   risk   just   for   a   simple   game.  


